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Morningstar Investment Management

Data as of December 31, 2016

$201 Billion in Assets 

under Advisement or 

Management

304,000 Plan 

Relationships

1MM + participants 

enrolled in our 

Managed Account 

service
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How many hours do you spend planning 

your vacation each year?
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Saving for Retirement
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Morningstar Retirement Manager

A Simplified Approach to Decision-Making

× A platform of personalized investment advisory services designed to 

customize a retirement plan solution for each user

× Not just one size fits all – provides personalized:

Retirement income goal

Savings rate recommendation

Retirement age recommendation

Portfolio

× Makes it easy for participants to manage their retirement accounts in 

about 10 minutes per year
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Two Ways to Manage Your Account

Managed Accounts

Managed by Morningstar

× Fee-based professional investment 

management and ongoing oversight for your 

retirement account

× You delegate account management 

responsibility to Morningstar Investment 

Management   

× Morningstar Investment Management 

serves as the Investment Manager

Investment Advice

Managed by You

× A wide range of resources, research and 

educational support to help you make more 

informed decisions about your retirement 

account.

× Participants implement advice themselves 

× Morningstar Investment Management 

serves as the Investment Advisor

× Morningstar Investment Management assumes fiduciary responsibility in its 

capacity as a provider of investment advice/management
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Morningstar Retirement Manager Investment Process

Investor Profile 

Analysis

× Age

× Annual income

× Current plan balances 

× Current investment elections

× Asset liability analysis

× Participants have the option to 

alter assumptions and add 

personal information

Rigorous Portfolio 

Analysis

× In-depth analysis of all fund 

options

× Apply institutional investment 

process

× Identify overall asset allocation 

targets

× Use holdings-based analysis to 

select the ultimate fund 

allocations

Disciplined 

Management

× Quarterly portfolio reviews

× Investment updates 

× Portfolio adjustments 
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Morningstar® Retirement Manager
SM

The Impact of Managed Accounts

People increased their savings rates by 
nearly 28% after using the program, an average of 2% 
of their salary.1

87% of the people studied increased their 
savings rates after receiving recommendations 
to save more.2

We studied more than 58,000 people before and after they enrolled in our service and found the following 

results:

See important disclosures at the end of this presentation.
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Morningstar® Retirement Manager
SM

The Impact of Managed Accounts

Before using the program, almost half (48%) of 

those studied held three or fewer funds—

suggesting people who choose to manage their 

accounts themselves may not have a diversified 

portfolio
.4

After using the program, most held six 

or more funds. 

People enrolled in the program maintained 

their equity allocations throughout this 

economic cycle. Those not enrolled reduced 

their allocations and did not return them to 

their original levels, potentially missing out 

on market gains.
5

See important disclosures at the end of this presentation.
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A 25-year-old using our service could have 

almost 40% more retirement income, assuming 

an annual fee of 0.40%
6
. Also, there is an 89% 

chance of a 25-year-old using the program 

having more wealth in retirement.
7

The net results of the other common factors we found indicated people who use our service could have more 

wealth in retirement. 

Morningstar® Retirement Manager
SM

The Impact of Managed Accounts
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Fees

Managed by Morningstar

× Fee for professional management is a 

percentage of your account balance = 

.50% per year

× Automatically deducted from participants’ 

accounts – no bills 

× For example, if your account balance 

is $10,000, your annual fee is 

$50.00.

× In this case, your quarterly deduction 

would be $12.50

× If you cancel the service, all fees 

stop immediately

Managed by You

× Free of charge to you
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How to Access Morningstar Retirement Manager Online
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Home Page: Choose Your Solution
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Step 1: Confirm Your Information
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Step 1: Confirm Your Information Cont.
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Morningstar Retirement Manager: Personal Strategy Report
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Step 2: Review Your Strategy
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Step 2: Review Your Strategy Cont.
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Step 3: Finalize Your Strategy

Finish
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Important Disclosures

× Morningstar® Retirement Manager
SM

is offered by and is the property of Morningstar Associates, LLC, a registered investment advisor and wholly 

owned subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc., and is intended for citizens or legal residents of the United States or its territories.

× Morningstar Associates is a part of the Morningstar Investment Management group, which also includes Ibbotson Associates, Inc., a registered 

investment advisor and wholly owned subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc. Some of the statistics used in this presentation include services provided by 

Ibbotson Associates. The retirement solutions provided by both Morningstar Associates and Ibbotson Associates use similar methodology based on 

shared research.

For data used in this presentation, please note the following:

× “How many hours do you spend planning your vacation each year?”

The average American spends around five hours planning a vacation that costs close to $2,000.

Source: http://www.thetruthaboutmortgage.com/consumers-spend-same-amount-of-time-researching-mortgagesandvacations/

The average American spends 20 years in retirement. Source: http://www.dol.gov/ebsa/publications/10_ways_to_prepare.html

× “Not Enough Time to Plan for Retirement?”

The statistics on this slide are from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, American Time Use Survey

http://bls.gov/tus/charts/home.htm
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